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New challenge to detect BAO using 21cm signal

D. Baumann, 2009, arXiv:0907.5424

HI intensity mapping
•

Tracer: follows fluctuation in the underlying cosmic density field

•

3D map: redshifted by the expansion of the Universe

•

Low resolution but higher precision redshift

•

Expected to provide a sensitive probe of cosmic dark
energy at 0.5 <z< 2.5.(Chang et al 2008, Loeb & Wyithe 2009)
Galaxies: aﬀected by the infrared opacity of the
atmosphere at z~1, where the Universe begin to
be accelerated.

•

No shot noise

•

Main challenge: Foreground!
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In our case, we will do the cross-correlation
with optical galaxies
Why?

DESI galaxy survey
DESI aims to study a very large volume of the Universe by targeting
specific classes of objects out to redshift 3.5 over 14,000 deg of sky.

SDSS 2h −3Gpc −3

BOSS 6h −3Gpc −3

The DESI image survey has already completed

DESI 50h −3Gpc −3

Sridhar et al (2019):
Succeed in measuring BAO using DESI photo-z data!

Tianlai x DESI opportunity window
H1R4:Verification based on simulation data
TIANLAI Pathfinder (@Hongliuxia):
- 3 (15x40m) cylinders
- 16 (6m) dishes
- 700-800MHz
- 0.775 < z < 1.03

DESI survey (@ 4m Mayall):
5000 fibre multi-object
Footprint of 14000 sq. degs:
35 million ELGs
4 million LRGs
2.4 million QSOs
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• Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument
•
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• 5000 fibre multi-object spectrograph attached to 4m

Mayall telescope at Kitt Peak observatory (Ariz., USA)

• Science objective: spectra of 35 million galaxies and

quasars over 14000 sq degs
4 million Luminous Red Galaxies (LRGs), z<1
18 million Emission Line Galaxies (ELGs) , 0.5 < z
< 1.5
2.4 million quasars (QSO), including 0.7 million
quasars at z>2.2 for Lyman-alpha-forest
Science projects:
Measuring distances using Baryon Acoustic
Oscillations
Testing gravity using Redshift-space distortions

•
•
•

•

•
•

Cross-correlated with LRG or ELG?

0.775 < z < 1.03

LRG is not complete in this redshift range
We prefer using ELG

Redshift distribution from DarkSky

can be overwhelmed by foreground radio emission at the same observed frequency.
As such separating the cosmological HI signal from the nonHI foreground will be difficult. Wolz et al. (2014) proposed removing the foregrounds using independent component analysis in frequency space (FastICA).

‘Painting’ neutral hydrogen in the Halo canvas
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HR4 simulation:
L=3150 Mpc/h
6300^3 particles
Lightcone: 0<z<1.4

Asorey et al

N-body simulation

measurements impossible in two-dimensions, for example
4
J. Kim et al.
al components of the BAO giving a direct probe of the HubH(z) (Blake & Glazebrook (2003); Hu & Haiman (2003);
Eisenstein (2003)).
ese surveys of the matter distribution have so far been in
cal, as the combination of technological lead and targets in
wavelength range has made the optical sources most ac. However, these will soon reach a natural limit, as the exof the Universe will redshift the spectra of these objects
he observable range, leading to a ‘redshift desert’ above
5. The next generation of radio observatories offers an ale, the 21cm emission of neutral atomic hydrogen (HI). This
ssion should be observable at a greater redshifts, as radio
es span a much larger range of frequencies than the optical
gth band. However, since the spontaneous hydrogen spinlatively infrequent, the 21cm signal is relatively weak, and
verwhelmed by foreground radio emission at the same obrequency.
such separating the cosmological HI signal from the nonground will be difficult. Wolz et al. (2014) proposed removforegrounds using independent component analysis in frespace (FastICA).

Figure 1. Distribution of halo masses for halos selected in the expected
redshift range for Tianlai.

METHODOLOGY

Horizon Run 4 simulations

while the neutral hydrogen density parameter is:
Z 1
1
⌦HI (z) =
dM n(M, z)MHI (M, z)
⇢c,0 0

The approach that we use consists on using a halo catalogue from
an N-body simulation as the initial framework for the neutral hydrogen. We used the Horizon Run 4 (Kim et al. 2015) simulations
to create our DESI-like catalogues and the intensity mapping maps.
It is an N-body simulation run on a box of Lbox = 3150h 1 Mpc.
From the particle simulations a halo catalogue of masses more massive than 2 · 101 1h 1 M . It is based on a flat ⇤CDM cosmology
with a matter density of ⌦m = 0.26 and a Hubble parameter at
redshift zero of H0 = 72 kms 1 Mpc 1 .
2.2

In figure 3 we show the bias estimated using Eq. 2. The values
are consistent with previous studies in the literature (Marı́n et al.
2010)
2.3

THODOLOGY

Neutral Hydrogen mass modelling

We assign masses to dark matter halos by following the halo
model for neutral hydrogen developed in sucessive improvements
in Barnes & Haehnelt (2015); Padmanabhan et al. (2016); Padmanabhan & Refregier (2017) where the mass of neutral hydrogen
hosted in a dark matter halo of mass Mh is given by:
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where ↵ is a multiplicative constant that corresponds to the amount
of neutral Hydrogen with respect to the fraction of cosmic Hydrogen, fH,c = (1 Yp )⇤⌦b0 /⌦m0 . The model includes a logarithmic
vc0 (km/s)
(km/s)
slope ↵and 2 velocity cut-offs
vc0 and vv
. The
reason for the vec0c1
locity cut-offs is that low-mass halos are not capable of keeping the
0.16
-0.63
30 halos heat the
200
neutral
hydrogen
while massive
gas and it stops being neutral. We show in table 1 the values used for our simulation,
which are based on Padmanabhan & Refregier (2017) fit to data.
Table 1. Hydrogen
halodefine
model
We can
theparameters
bias of neutral hydrogen, bHI (z) as
R
dM n(M, z)MHI (M, z)b(M, z)
R
bHI (z) =
(2)
dM n(M, z)MHI (M, z)

Halo catalogue

Figure 2. Distribution of hydrogen masses following Eq. 1 using the parameters shown in table ??.
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orizon Run 4 simulations

roach that we use consists on using a halo catalogue from
dy simulation as the initial framework for the neutral hyWe used the Horizon Run 4 (Kim et al. 2015) simulations
e our DESI-like catalogues and the intensity mapping maps.

HI halos

Brightness temperature maps

Once we have assigned hydrogen masses to the halos we can continue to the next step, the creation of intensity maps. In order to
do so, we define a redshift bins configuration and a given pixelization resolution. Then, we stack all the hydrogen masses for all the
haloes in each cube defined by an angular pixel and a redshift bin.

Figure 1. Distribution of halo masses for halos selected in the expected
Kim J., Park C., L'Huillier B., Hong S. E. 2015
Figure 3. Simulation density slice map at z = 0. High-density regions are painted with bright color. The width of the slice is
7 h 1 Mpc. The two subfigures are arranged for cascaded zoom-in views of a cluster at the center of the box in the bottom
part of the figure. We put a scaling bar on the bottom of each panel.
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Adding the foregrounds: Global Sky Model

-

We add the foreground at a given frequency by using the PCA
solution from GSM.
A. de Oliveira-Costa et al. (2008), MNRAS, 388, 247
H. Zheng et al. (2017), MNRAS, 464, 3486

Hydrogen maps

+

Masking the Milky Way and DESI

Mock ‘Tianlai’ mask

Milky Way cut

DESI survey
mask

Verification based on simulation data
Halo sample

HI

?

HI + foregrounds

Foreground remove
PCA (Le Zhang)
FastICA (David Parkinson)

Toy model : how the diﬀerent-level foregrounds aﬀect the clustering measurement

We then put diﬀerent-level foreground into the HI map

Angular power spectrum

β=

< Tfgrd >
< T21 >

Toy model : how the diﬀerent-level foregrounds aﬀect the clustering measurement

We then put diﬀerent-level foreground into the HI map

S/N

β=

< Tfgrd >
< T21 >

Bias

Validation in foreground-cleaned map

PCA approach

True HI x ELG
Recovered HI x ELG
Recovered HI x HI
True HI x HI

In real case, the foreground cleaning method will also make signal loss.

Validation in foreground-cleaned map

PCA
True HI x ELG
Recovered
HI x ELG

Recovered HI x HI
True HI x HI

FastICA

Modeling the angular power spectrum of galaxies

Cℓ =

2 2
k dkP0(k)W 2(k)
π∫

W(k) = dzn(z)b(z)D(z)jℓ(kr(z))
∫

0.775<z<1.03 in 10 bins
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Discussion: bias in the modeling

Angular power spectrum:
For galaxies:

For HI:

For their cross:

(b1, b2)
(b1, b2, bf )
(b1, b2)

Modeling the angular cross-power spectrum

2 2
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Another problem: the measurement is even smaller than the linear power spectrum!

Modeling the angular cross-power spectrum

2 2
Cℓ =
k dkP0(k)W 2(k)W 2(kR)
π∫
W(k) = dzn(z)b(z)D(z)jℓ(kr(z))
∫
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W(kR) = exp −
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Fitting the BAO feature in broadband shape of power spectrum

(1 + z)DA(z)
1
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=
Δθ
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(1 + Δα)ℓ ∝ DA(z)(1 + Δα)
0.775<z<1.03 in 10 bins

Fitting the BAO feature in broadband shape of power spectrum
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Fitting the BAO feature in broadband shape of power spectrum

ℓ < 800
ELG x HI

ℓ < 800

ℓ < 800

ELG x HI (recovered)

HI x HI (recovered)

ℓ < 300
ELG x HI (recovered)

Averaged error in the whole bin
is at ~3% level

Summary
-

The HI IM can increase our knowledge about the nature of the Universe.

-

We have created a full-sky mock 21cm intensity mapping maps using
HR4 N-body simulation. Focus on precursors (e. g. Tianlai) but relevant
for SKA. Focus on potential cross-correlations with optical surveys.

-

Cross-power spectrum has much better S/R and smaller bias than the
auto-power spectrum.

-

Deviation from cross-power spectrum is scale-independent, which is
easy to be parameterized, while it’s totally non-linear biased in auto case.

-

Developed a model of angular cross-power spectrum, recovering well the
BAO feature in the broadband shape of power spectrum.

Thank You!

